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Oxidative stress is accepted as a key mechanism of silver nanoparticle (AgNP) toxicity in living organisms. Therefore, mechanistic studies related to the impact of AgNPs on the structure and function of antioxidant enzymes at the molecular level are crucial for a comprehensive evaluation of their toxicity. By using a combination of spectroscopic, imaging and fractionation techniques, we explored the interactions between citrate-coated AgNPs (20 nm) and two key antioxidant enzymes: catalase (CAT) and superoxide dismutase (SOD). Both enzymes interacted with AgNPs by forming surface complexes. Only CAT was able to promote AgNP dissolution, without the impact of the released Ag ions on its heme cofactor. Instead, our results suggest that the formation of the AgNP–CAT complex induced conformation changes in the CAT, which resulted in an impairment of its enzymatic activity together with AgNP adsorption onto its protein surface. By contrast, the formation of the AgNP–SOD complex has only a marginal influence on the protein conformation and has no impact on its metallic cofactors, and thus its enzymatic activity. Overall, the results showed that the changes in the protein conformation and the dissolution of AgNPs depended on the protein structure and could result in different degrees of enzymatic activity modulation.

Environmental significance

Excessive production of reactive oxygen species in cells by direct interaction with particles and/or dissolved species is currently accepted as one of the main mechanisms of cellular toxicity of engineered nanoparticles. Therefore, studies related to the impact of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) on the structure and function of antioxidant enzymes at the molecular level are crucial for a comprehensive evaluation of their toxicity. This study suggests that the conformation changes of two key antioxidant enzymes, catalase and superoxide dismutase, and the dissolution of AgNPs depended on the protein structure and could result in different degrees of enzymatic activity modulation. This research provides a basis to understand how the functional properties of the key antioxidant enzymes may affect the stability of nanoparticles in a biological context and give insights into the role of these enzymes in the mechanism of NP-induced redox stress in vivo.

Introduction

Given the widespread use of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), risk assessment of these nanoparticles is of great importance. Numerous studies have demonstrated the potency of AgNPs to induce deleterious biological and cellular effects. The toxicity of AgNPs was shown to be a result of an interplay of the particle uptake, dissolution and induction of oxidative stress. Indeed, excessive production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cells by direct interaction with particles and/or dissolved species is currently accepted as one of the main mechanisms of cellular toxicity of engineered nanoparticles.ROS have many signaling and information functions; however, excessive ROS can collapse the antioxidant defense system, leading to the damage of DNAs, lipids and proteins. Antioxidant enzymes have been recognized as important modulators in AgNP induced oxidative stress. Two of them, catalase (CAT) and superoxide dismutase (SOD), are prominent for maintaining the level of ROS in organisms and are used as bioindicators of increased ROS production. Previous research demonstrated that AgNPs induce oxidative stress by altering the activity of both enzymes in in vivo and in vitro assays. For example, the activities of SOD and CAT were upregulated when Drosophila melanogaster was exposed to 10 nm AgNPs in vivo. Exposure to AgNPs resulted in inhibition or activation of SOD and CAT activities in different aquatic organisms. Studies on the aquatic plant Spirodela polyrhiza reported that the activity of SOD displayed a dose-dependent increase, but the activity of CAT was not affected by exposure to AgNPs (6 and 20 nm). It is currently accepted that the alteration of the enzyme activity might be
due to either regulation of genes or to direct surface interaction of the enzymes with AgNPs. In the latter case, the underlying molecular mechanisms, and how the interaction of AgNPs with CAT or SOD can possibly be responsible for redox state disruption, are not fully elucidated.

The molecular mechanisms of the interaction between enzymes and nanoparticles were also explored in a number of in vitro studies. For example, TiO₂NPs directly bound to SOD from rat erythrocytes, and altered its secondary structure. TiO₂NPs interacted with bovine liver catalase via electrostatic and hydrogen bonding forces and this decreased its enzymatic activity. The binding of SiO₂NPs to CAT led to changes in its tertiary structure and stimulated its activity. A recent report on red blood cells showed that AgNPs interacted with CAT or SOD and promoted the activities of the two proteins.

Our previous work demonstrated that the stability of AgNPs can be affected by the structure of proteins, leading to different degrees of dissolution. In addition, we have shown that Ag(i) released from AgNPs can substitute the metallic cofactor of ceruloplasmin, leading to a decrease in its ferroxidase activity. The link between AgNP stability and enzymatic activity was also reported in other studies.

Motivated by these outputs, we focused on CAT and SOD due to their differences in the tertiary structure, tetramer vs. dimer, and the nature of their native metallic cofactors. CAT is a globular protein of 250 kDa comprised of 4 subunits, and each monomer contains an Fe-heme center. SOD has a molecular weight of 32.5 kDa and is composed of two subunits. Each monomer has one intrachain disulfide and one free sulfhydryl, one Cu atom and one Zn atom. Thus, the overall goal of the present study is to better understand the mechanisms involved in enzymatic activity changes of CAT and SOD induced by AgNPs, taking into account: (i) the impact of the proteins on AgNP stability and (ii) the protein conformation changes and metallic cofactor stability in the presence of AgNPs.

**Experimental**

**Silver nanoparticles and proteins**

BioPure, 20 nm citrate-coated spherical AgNPs, provided at 1.01 mg Ag per mL (2 x 10^13 NP per mL) in 2 mM citrate was purchased from Nanocomposix Eu. CAT from bovine liver (EC 1.11.1.6) and SOD from bovine erythrocytes (EC 1.15.1.1) in lyophilized forms and silver nitrate (AgNO₃) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The concentration of the SOD solution was determined by measuring the Cu and Zn contents of the protein suspension in 10 mM HEPES (pH = 7.0) using an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (Agilent, 7700x ICP-MS).

**Preparation of AgNP suspensions and AgNP–protein mixtures**

The preparation and the storage conditions of AgNP suspensions were presented in detail in our previous study. Briefly, a mixture of 10 mM HEPES and 2 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 7.4), denoted HEPES-citrate, was selected for maintaining both the stability and the monodispersity of AgNPs. The AgNP suspensions were vortexed for 45 s before use. The incubation of AgNPs with proteins (200 μL) was performed in the dark under controlled mixing at 300 rpm and a temperature of 25 °C (Comfort® Thermomixer, Eppendorf), in 1.5 mL polypropylene tubes.

**Polydispersity and hydrodynamic diameter determination by dynamic light scattering (DLS)**

DLS was used to determine the Z-average hydrodynamic diameters, distributions and polydispersity of the AgNP suspensions in the absence and presence of proteins using a NanoZS (Malvern Instruments Inc., UK). For the AgNP–CAT interaction study experiments, the concentrations were 20 μM and 2 μM, respectively. For the AgNP–SOD interaction studies, the concentrations were 20 μM and 5 μM, respectively.

**UV-visible spectroscopy**

UV-visible absorbance spectra were recorded with a PerkinElmer UV/visible spectrophotometer Lambda 365 at room temperature. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak of the AgNPs was observed from 200 to 800 nm. The interactions of AgNP–protein were studied in mixtures containing 20 μM AgNPs with 2 μM CAT and 5 μM SOD, respectively.

**Asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation system linked to a diode array detector and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer**

Changes in the hydrodynamic size distribution of the proteins and AgNPs and the quantification of the different metallic species (protein metallic contents and AgNPs) were measured with an asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation system (AF4, AF2000 Focus, Postnova Analytics, Landsberg, Germany) coupled on-line to a diode array detector (DAD, Postnova Analytics) and an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS, Agilent, 7700x, Basel, Switzerland). Details on the set-up and the procedures are provided in the ESI†.

Hydrodynamic diameters (dₜ) were evaluated using external calibration of the retention time (tₑ) obtained with the DAD at maximum peak absorbance of the individual injections of SOD and CAT and of two ultra-uniforms gold nanoparticles (UUGNPs, Nanocomposix UE), for which the hydrodynamic diameters were obtained from the literature (d₁ₑSOD = 5.2 nm; d₁ₑCAT = 13 nm (ref. 28)) or the certificates of analysis given by the manufacturer (d₁ₑUUGNP₁₀ = 19 nm and d₁ₑUUGNP₁₀ = 39 nm). The hydrodynamic diameters were...
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directly related to retention time \((t_r)\) by a linear relationship 
\[
d_{h} = 3.9 \times t_r - 0.26; \quad r^2 = 0.99.
\]

Metal signals in counts per second were transformed into parts per billion using external calibration in spectrum mode of the ICP-MS, and retention times were converted to retention volume. Then, the quantification of each metallic species was carried out by peak integration after baseline correction using OriginPro®2019 software (OriginLab®, see Fig. S1†). The percentage of dissolved Ag was determined by subtraction of the quantities of remaining Ag from total silver injected.

**Fluorescence spectroscopy**

Fluorescence spectroscopy measurements were performed on a spectrofluorometer (PerkinElmer Model F-4500) equipped with a 150 W xenon lamp and a slit width of 5 nm. A 1 cm quartz cell was used for these studies. The fluorescence spectra of CAT and SOD treated with AgNPs or AgNO₃ were recorded directly after mixing in the range from 280 to 400 nm upon excitation at 280 nm. The fluorescence intensities \((I)\) were determined at the \(\lambda_{em}\) emission, and the results were compared with the initial fluorescence intensity of the individual proteins \((I_o)\). The data were plotted using the Stern–Volmer representation: \(I_o/I = f[NPs]\).

**Circular dichroism (CD) analysis**

CD spectra were recorded on a J-810 spectropolarimeter (Jasco® France, Lisses) equipped with a thermostatically controlled cell holder. An average of three scans at far UV from 200 to 440 nm were recorded at 25 °C using a 1 mm cell. The CAT and SOD concentrations were kept constant at 1 and 9 μM, respectively. The AgNP concentrations were varied from 1 to 36 μM. The AgNO₃ concentrations corresponding with the dissolved fraction of AgNPs were determined by AF4–ICP-MS. The resulting CD spectra were corrected with the corresponding controls, normalized on the basis of the protein concentration and expressed in \(\Delta \varepsilon\) (M⁻¹ cm⁻¹).

**Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)**

The size and morphology of the AgNP suspension and AgNP–protein systems were studied at several time points by TEM (FEI Tecnai™ G2 Sphera, FEI Company, USA) operating at 200 kV. For the AgNP system, a carbon coated copper grid was immersed into the solution for 10 s and then dried at room temperature. The different series of images were analysed by using the ImageJ software (Media Cybernetics, Bethesda, MD, USA) to estimate the size distributions of AgNPs.

**Enzyme activity assay**

The CAT activity was measured by using an Amplex® red catalase assay kit (Molecular Probes Inc.). An Amplex Red (AR) reagent is a colorless substrate that reacts with H₂O₂ with a 1:1 stoichiometry in the presence of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to produce highly fluorescent resorufin (excitation/emission maxima \(\sim \lambda = 540/590\) nm). Therefore, since the catalase activity increased, the signal from the AR product decreased. The formation of resorufin was followed for up to 24 h.

SOD activity was determined using a sensitive SOD assay kit (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) that utilizes the product of water-soluble formazan dye upon reduction with superoxide anion SOD with absorbance at 450 nm according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The fluorescence or absorbance of the samples was measured in a 96-well microplate reader with a total volume of 100 μL (Synergy H1, Biotek®, USA) using the Gen5 software.

**Results and discussion**

**Evidence for AgNP–protein interactions**

The SPR changes of AgNPs is a well-known sensitive indicator of the binding reaction with biomolecules. The changes in the SPR band characteristics of AgNPs upon interaction with the two proteins were thus monitored at two different time points \(t_0\) (\(t_0\) refers to the shortest time enabling a measurement just after the mixing) and 24 h. AgNP spectra had a characteristic and intense SPR band at 398 nm (Fig. 1). Addition of CAT resulted in a decrease of the AgNP SPR peak absorbance and a shift of the wavelength corresponding to the peak maximum from 395 nm to 405 nm, reflecting the formation of AgNP–CAT complexes (Fig. 1A). After 24 h, the intensity of the SPR peak absorbance of AgNPs further decreased from 0.40 to 0.22 a.u. suggesting CAT-induced AgNP dissolution. The SPR band evolved differently when the AgNPs were mixed with SOD (Fig. 1B), since the band at 398 nm shifted towards 405 nm and remained constant after 24 h with only a slight SPR peak height decrease.

DLS measurements showed that the AgNP suspensions in HEPES–citrate buffer were monodispersed with an average hydrodynamic diameter \((d_h)\) of 24 nm (Fig. 2). The average hydrodynamic diameters of CAT and SOD were 10 ± 1 nm and 5 ± 0.5 nm, respectively. When AgNPs were mixed with CAT, species with \(d_h = 43 ± 5\) nm were formed, showing the formation of AgNP–CAT complexes. With a longer incubation time, the \(d_h\) of the AgNP–CAT mixture shifted to lower values \((d_h = 33 ± 4\) nm) with a decrease of volume percentage from 15% to 10%. Mixing SOD and AgNPs resulted in the formation of AgNP–SOD complexes with a hydrodynamic size of 29 ± 3 nm. After 24 h, the hydrodynamic diameter distribution remained unchanged, demonstrating the stability of the AgNP–SOD complexes. Overall, DLS and SPR measurements revealed that AgNPs interacted with both the proteins and formed AgNP–protein complexes. However, these complexes evolved differently during 24 h, probably because of the interplay between the possible dissolution for AgNP–CAT versus the stabilisation of the AgNP–SOD complexes.
To further highlight the changes in the primary size of the AgNPs and in the nature of the formed AgNP–protein complexes, the AgNP–protein mixtures were analysed by TEM. TEM images of the AgNPs in the absence of proteins showed similar size distributions at $t_0$ and 24 h, with average primary diameters of 20.5 ± 4 nm and 19.5 ± 4 nm, respectively (Fig. 3). In contrast, the TEM images of the mixture of AgNPs and the proteins evolved differently over 24 h. No noticeable modification of their primary size was observed for CAT and SOD at the beginning of the interaction ($t_0$) (Fig. 3D and G). After 24 h, TEM analysis of the AgNP–CAT mixture (Fig. 3E) revealed that some of the particles had their average diameter reduced (11.5 ± 3 nm), including some particles below 5 nm. The size decrease of the AgNPs and the shift of the size distribution towards lower values in the presence of CAT probably resulted from the nanoparticle dissolution, leading to the release of Ag(I). Moreover, the wider size distribution of the AgNPs (from 2 to 21 nm) after 24 h indicated that the dissolution of NPs in the presence of CAT was heterogeneous. As observed from the TEM pictures, the AgNPs appeared with a bright halo that can be assimilated to the formation of a shell-like homogenous corona made of CAT around AgNPs (Fig. 3E). This structure seems sufficiently stable to be able to dissolve the AgNP core, leading to residual smaller sized particles. In the mixture of AgNPs and SOD (Fig. 3G–I), the histogram distributions overlapped with time reflecting the stability of the AgNPs even in the presence of SOD. These observations are in agreement with the DLS and SPR results (Fig. 1 and 2), indicating that CAT promoted AgNP dissolution, whereas SOD interacted with the AgNPs without affecting their colloidal stability.

Species-specific metallic content

The fractogram of the mixture containing AgNPs and CAT for 2 hours (Fig. 4A) showed two size-populations, the first one has a hydrodynamic diameter of 10.5 nm, corresponding to
CAT and the second one having a hydrodynamic diameter of 57 nm that could correspond to the AgNP–CAT complexes. Similarly, two populations, having average hydrodynamic diameters of 6 nm and 35 nm that could correspond to SOD and AgNP–SOD complexes, respectively, were observed in the mixture of AgNPs and SOD (Fig. 4B). These observations are further confirmed by the co-elution of the main peaks obtained for silver by ICP-MS at a diameter of 53 nm in the case of the CAT mixture (Fig. 4C) and 30 nm for SOD (Fig. 4D). In addition, the co-elution of the iron ICP-MS signals at 11.5 nm for CAT (Fig. 4E) and that of the Cu and Zn signals at 6 nm for SOD (Fig. 4F) with DAD signals were obtained.

The recovery of silver, expressed as a ratio of the total amount of injected Ag to the Ag measured after elution by AF4–ICP-MS after 2 h of incubation with CAT, was 95%. A percentage of 72% of the total Ag could be attributed to the AgNPs, while the presence of other Ag species with hydrodynamic diameters of below <25 nm accounted for 13% of the total Ag amount, meaning that 28% of the AgNPs had dissolved (Fig. S1A†). After 24 h of incubation, a rather broad and a polydisperse size distribution of Ag-containing species was observed with a noticeable decrease in the recovery (57%) and with a shift in the size distribution to a smaller size ($d_h = 50$ nm) of the AgNP–CAT complexes (Fig. 4C), and co-eluted with the DAD signal at $\lambda = 405$ nm ($d_h = 53$ nm, Fig. 4A), meaning that 43% of the AgNPs were dissolved (Fig. S1B†). These results agreed well with the results of DLS, showing a decrease in the hydrodynamic size of the AgNPs after 24 h of incubation, together with a decrease in the effective diameters of the AgNP–CAT complexes and a rather high proportion of components around 6 nm as observed using TEM. The polydispersity of the AgNP size observed was certainly due to the difference in the dissolution rate between small and large nanoparticles within the population.32

It remained unclear, however, what could be the behaviour of the CAT–shell revealed by TEM after the nearly complete dissolution of the AgNP cores. The UV-visible spectra (Fig. S2†) obtained for the species with $d_h = 10.5$ nm clearly indicated the presence of CAT, with a marked Soret transition band characteristic of the heme cofactor that does not.

---

**Fig. 3** TEM images of 20 µM AgNPs in various suspensions and at different time points (t0 or 24 h) (A and B) and (C): size distribution analysis of the TEM images of the samples presented in (A and B); 20 µM AgNPs and 2 µM CAT (D and E) and (F): size distribution analysis of the images of the samples presented in (D and E); 20 µM AgNPs and 5 µM SOD (G and H) and (I): size distribution analysis of the images of the samples presented in (G and H). For each condition, at least 100 particles were counted. The white bar shows the distance of 20 nm.
not change in intensity while in contact with the AgNPs for 24 h. This is in close agreement with the iron content of the soluble catalase (11.5 nm) that remained relatively homogeneous during the experiments. These results suggested that the heme cofactors were well-stabilized within the protein structure.
For the species of 53 nm, the characteristic SPR band of the AgNPs was present [Fig. S2†] but for those of 25 nm, only the absorption band at 280 nm was present, indicating the presence of proteins. It could be suggested that core–shell AgNPs–CAT of small size or aggregated CAT, for whom either the SPR or the Soret adsorption intensity were below the detection limit of the DAD, were present and able to account for a non-negligible proportion of Ag (12%). The recovery of Ag after 24 h of incubation was 75%, also suggesting the formation of lower than 1 kDa species, likely present as citrate complexes.

When the AgNPs were mixed with SOD, the recovery of Ag was 85% and the AgNP–SOD complexes accounted for 78% of the total amount of injected silver. These values did not change with incubation time, and no differences in size distribution based on SPR or in Ag elution fractograms for the AgNP–SOD complexes were observable (Fig. 4B and D). In addition, our results showed that the metallic stoichiometry of the protein was Cu₂Zn₂–SOD and remained unchanged within the time of the experiments in the presence or the absence of AgNPs.

Overall, our results show that both CAT and SOD formed a stable and homogenous corona around AgNPs, leading to well-suspended Ag species. The promotion of AgNP dissolution by CAT was confirmed by the decreased Ag recovery and the increased polydispersity of the Ag species over time. However, no effect of AgNP dissolution was observed on the heme cofactor inside the CAT and in the case of SOD, no metallic exchange in the active site of the enzyme was observed. Recent studies revealed that electronic transfer from the surface of AgNPs to dissolved Fe(III) leads to the production of reduced Fe(II) and the oxidative dissolution of the nanoparticles. It could be suggested that, while adsorbed at the nanoparticle surface, CAT is oriented in a favourable manner that allowed electronic transfer to the heme cofactor from silver atoms on the surface, leading to AgNP dissolution. In the case of copper protein, the redox interaction between AgNPs and Cu(II) cofactors have been previously reported. It could be suggested that, while SOD is adsorbed at the AgNP surface, its active site was not in a favourable position for electronic transfer to occur.

Effect of AgNPs on enzyme conformations

UV CD spectroscopy measurements were thus performed to gain a better understanding of the influence of AgNPs on possible conformational changes of CAT and SOD. The far-UV spectra of CAT show two main negative bands at about 209 nm and 220 nm, which are characteristic of the α-helical secondary structure of proteins. In the presence of AgNPs, the intensity of these bands increased over time of interaction (Fig. 5A). The contents of the four secondary structures of CAT are listed in Table S1. They suggest that the secondary structure of CAT was changed. These results highlighted the fact that AgNP–CAT interactions exist and modify the secondary structural elements of CAT.

The secondary molecular structure of SOD is mainly composed of β-sheets, with the minimum signal intensity at 211 nm. This pattern was conserved upon addition of AgNPs at different ratios of SOD to AgNPs (Fig. 5B) even after 24 h incubation (data not shown). However, upon exposure to 18 to 36 μM AgNPs, the appearance of negative signals at ~207 nm indicates that the helical conformation may be weakly populated. The analysis of the secondary structures of SOD showed that the content of α-helix decreased and the content of β-helix increased in this concentration range (Table S1†). These results indicated that AgNPs led to slight changes in the SOD secondary structure.

Fluorescence spectroscopy is typically used as a sensitive method to determine the interaction modes between a protein and ligand, including accessibility and quenching mechanism of fluorophores. The effect of AgNPs on the fluorescence spectra of both proteins was explored (Fig. 6). CAT has four polypeptide chains, containing twenty Tyr and six Trp residues. Since Trp and Tyr residues in a protein are common fluorophores, their intrinsic fluorescence emission could give information to evaluate the binding interactions and the changes in the tertiary structure of CAT induced by AgNPs. In addition, the changes of the maximum
fluorescence emission peak depended on the exposed environment of Trp and Tyr residues in CAT.\(^4^4\) Upon the gradual addition of AgNPs, the fluorescence emission of CAT was quenched as presented by the progressive reduction of the fluorescence intensity at 333 nm and a red shift from 333 to 335 nm (Fig. 6A). This result indicates that CAT could bind to the surface of AgNPs and this phenomenon alter the tertiary structure of CAT.\(^1^6\) The red shift could indicate that CAT unfolded and that the fluorophores were exposed to the aqueous phase.\(^3^8\) To gain a better understanding of the quenching mechanism, fluorescence intensity data were analysed according to the standard Stern–Volmer equation. The quenching data are presented as insets in Fig. 6A and are characterized by two linear regions with different slopes. The first one was attributed to the specific interaction leading to predominant static quenching and in this process, the AgNP–CAT complex was formed and prevented the fluorescence emission, while the second slope could be due to the dynamic quenching and/or light scattering promoted by the AgNPs.\(^3^9\) The AgNP binding process induced the CAT conformation changes, as it was suggested by CD spectroscopy.

The fluorescence intensity of SOD decreased slightly upon addition of AgNPs and did not change when the AgNP concentration was above 8 \(\mu\)M, as illustrated in Fig. 6B. The fluorescence of SOD was gently quenched by AgNP addition. The SOD contains a single tyrosine residue (no tryptophan) per subunit\(^4^0\) and in the native state of SOD, fluorophores must be located far away from the binding position. Moreover, the standard Stern–Volmer plot (inset in Fig. 6B) showed a straight line, indicating that the quenching was dominated by static quenching. This result suggests that complexes are formed between SOD and AgNPs, but the tertiary structure of the enzyme was only marginally affected by this interaction.

These results led to the conclusion that complexes are formed between the AgNPs and enzymes, and the AgNP binding process causes conformational changes in CAT and SOD, as suggested by UV-vis absorption and CD spectroscopy, and resulted in the accessibility of initially shielded fluorescent residues for AgNPs. The structural changes in the enzymes can lead to a loss of their biological function because there is a significant correlation between folding and functional specificity.\(^5^1\)

**Influence of AgNPs on enzyme activities**

AgNPs considerably inhibited the enzymatic activity of CAT (Fig. 7A) with 17% reduction in comparison with free CAT during 3 h incubation. A significant time effect was observed with a decrease of the activity of CAT to 60.8 ± 3.3% from the initial level after 24 h. The above observation is consistent with the existing literature showing that CAT activity decreases after interacting with TiO\(_2\)NPs,\(^1^6\) magnetic nanoparticles,\(^4^2\) or AuNPs.\(^4^3,4^4\) Indeed, changes in the CAT structure could be responsible for the initial changes in the activity we observed. However, they contrast with the findings that the activity of CAT was unchanged\(^4^4\) or increased in AgNP treatments.\(^1^9,4^5\) It is worth noting that under our working conditions (excess of protein over AgNPs), the majority of CAT molecules were not bound to the AgNPs (free CAT) and were shown to bind to Ag(\(\text{I})\), as evidenced by AF4–ICP-MS.

CAT is composed of four identical subunits, which work together to perform its biological function in organisms. In order to reach the active center of CAT, \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) needs to diffuse inside a narrow channel made of 14 amino acids, exposing Asp-127 and Gln-167 at its entry, at the surface of the protein. Inside this channel, \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) is accompanied by both His-74 and Asn-147 nearby the active center where Arg-353 together with the heme cofactor reduced it to \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\).\(^3^4,4^6\) The decrease in the activity of CAT could also be explained by the interaction of Ag(\(\text{I})\) ions released by AgNPs and amino acid residues within this narrow channel,\(^4^7\) impeding the approach of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) to the active center and decreasing the soluble CAT activity.\(^1^7,4^8\) Moreover, dissolved Ag(\(\text{I})\) ions interacting with Trp in the channel could quench the fluorescence of CAT and induce a
microenvironmental change around Trp residues, which is in agreement with our results (Fig. 6A).

To explore whether the changes observed in the CAT structure and activity were primarily due to AgNPs or dissolved Ag(i), the impact of 2.8 μM and 4.3 μM AgNO₃ was determined. These concentrations corresponded to the percentages of dissolved Ag(i) in 35 μM AgNP suspension at 2 h (28%) and 24 h (43%) of interaction with 5 μM CAT (Fig. S1†). The CD spectrum of the CAT mixtures with two concentrations of AgNO₃ revealed only small changes in the CAT secondary structure (Fig. S3 and Table S1†). Similarly, as evidenced by the fluorescence spectra of CAT recorded in the presence of AgNO₃, Ag(i) has only a minor influence (Fig. S4†). These results clearly point out that the fraction of dissolved Ag(i) in the AgNP suspension has a minor effect on the CAT structure and that the observed structure alterations are primarily due to the surface interaction with AgNPs. These observations were also consistent with the very weak decrease in the enzymatic activity of CAT (4–6%, Fig. 7A) observed in the presence of AgNO₃.

In contrast to the CAT results, the AgNPs did not affect the SOD activity (Fig. 7B). This observation was coherent with the existing literature showing that the SOD activity was not affected by similar size AgNPs¹⁹ or different size AgNPs on the activity of recombinant SOD¹⁴ and the SOD in seeds of rice Oryza sativa.⁴⁹ The lack of AgNP effects on the SOD activity could be related with the enzyme structure. The two subunits of SOD were reported to be tightly joined by hydrophobic and electrostatic forces. The active site Cu(ii) of SOD is located at the bottom of a conical narrow cavity on the outside of β-barrel between two surface loops.⁵⁰ Cu(ii) is partly exposed while Zn(ii) is completely buried within the protein.³⁵ At the active site, zinc provides a strong positive charge at the bottom of the cavity and a weak negative potential surrounding the enzyme. Even if AgNP dissolution would have occurred, it will be difficult for the positively charged Ag(i) to diffuse into the active center through the negatively charged surface.⁵¹ A possible explanation for the observed non-significant changes in the enzyme structure and enzymatic activity is that the proteins bind around the AgNP surface without disturbing the AgNP colloidal stability.

Conclusions

Using a combination of multiple spectral, imaging and fractionation techniques, it was possible to prove the molecular mechanisms underlying the enzyme protein–AgNP interactions. The obtained results indicate that both enzymes CAT and SOD interacted with AgNPs and formed complexes. The interaction between CAT and the AgNP surface is strong enough to promote conformational changes in the enzyme. CAT formed a shell corona around the dissolving AgNP core, leading to a broad size distribution of colloidal Ag species. The released Ag(i) together with AgNPs could inhibit its enzymatic activity, even if the dissolved Ag ions have no impact on the CAT heme site. By contrast, AgNP–SOD complex formation only slightly affected the protein conformation and had no impact on the enzymatic activity or AgNP dissolution. This research provides a basis to understand how the functional properties of key antioxidant enzymes may affect the stability of nanoparticles and vice versa and how the nanoparticles could affect the enzymes’ reactivity. Financial support was provided by the University of Geneva.
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